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Finally a Hands Free Solution to Stop Bathroom Mold with the New Enhanced Broan® InVent™ Series 
Broan® InVent™ Series now offers Humidity Sensing Fans, featuring Sensaire Sense-on-Rise Technology 

 
HARTFORD, Wis. (Jan. 30, 2017) – Bathroom fans are great at fighting moisture which can lead to mold, but only if used 
properly. Broan’s innovative Sensaire Sense-on-Rise Technology is now available on the InVentTM Series ventilation fans. 
Homeowners can now have a worry free solution for excess humidity combined with the great InVent features.   
 
Sensaire Sense-on-Rise Technology is designed to detect humidity before condensation occurs. The humidity sensor 
automatically turns fans on when a rapid rise in humidity is sensed, or when humidity rises above the homeowner’s pre-
set humidity set point. The humidity sensing technology quickly works to eliminate fogged mirrors and manage moisture, 
providing exceptional indoor air quality for bathrooms, laundry rooms and mud rooms. Sensaire Sense-on-Rise 
technology detects an increase in humidity up to 40% faster *to automatically turn the fan on before moisture forms on 
mirrors. 
 
“At Broan, we’re incredibly proud of the enhanced InVent Series. Homeowners are now able to have superb ventilation 
and humidity sensing technology from a mid-range fan,” said Ann Roever, Senior Global Marketing Director, household 
ventilation, for Broan. “The product line truly represents Broan’s continuing tradition of superior indoor air quality products 
with the technology consumers want and need.” 
 
As the industry leader in residential ventilation, Broan-NuTone has a long history of developing products that provide 
superior indoor air quality. It is this reputation and commitment to innovation and quality that led Broan to enhance the 
revolutionary and easy to install InVent Series.   
 
Broan InVent Series ventilation fans feature FoldAway mounting ears and the EzDuct Connector, which allow for easy 
installation. The FoldAway mounting ears allow contractors to use just one fan for both new construction or retrofit 
applications. The EzDuct Connector makes connecting the fan housing to the duct easier than ever before, with no attic 
access required.  
 
With the new TrueSeal Damper Technology, InVent fans reduce air leakage by up to 50 percent compared to competitive 
models**, resulting in better home energy efficiency as measured via blower door tests.   
 
The ENERGY STAR options provide contractors and homeowners with a full range of choices, all at a mid-range price 
point.  
 
For more information, visit: www.Broan.com/InVent.  

 
About Broan-NuTone 
BROAN® is a registered trademark of Broan-NuTone LLC, North America's leading manufacturer and distributor of residential ventilation products 
including range hoods, ventilation fans, heater/fan/light combination units, balanced ventilation systems (IAQ), built-in heaters, and attic ventilators. 
NuTone® is a registered trademark of Broan-NuTone LLC, North America's leading manufacturer and distributor of residential built-in convenience 
products including door chimes, central vacuum systems, ceiling fans, intercom systems, ironing centers and ventilation fans.  

 
 
*Compared to competitive models 
**Testing reflects total fan housing air tightness.  
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